Meet the OLSON FAMILY
Your Stories. Your Photos. Your Community.
WE FIX IT ALL!

- EXTERIOR & INTERIOR PAINTING
- ELECTRICAL & LIGHTING
- PLUMBING & RE-PIPE
- STUCCO & DRYWALL
- CEMENT, CONCRETE & ASPHALT
- IRON, VINYL & WOOD FENCES
- WATER, FIRE & MOLD RESTORATION
- KITCHEN & BATHROOM REMODELING

CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

714-509-5045 | INFO@MYHANDYCREW.COM | WWW.MYHANDYCREW.COM

SANDERS GIACOBBI

SOLD ABOVE ASKING PRICE IN JUST A FEW SHORT DAYS

19081 E CERRO VILLA DRIVE, VILLA PARK

GORGEOUS CITY LIGHT VIEW

- 6,542 SQ.FT. • 5 BR / 6 BA • 1.10 ACRES
- POOL & SPA • GATED DRIVE • OPEN FLOOR PLAN

Inventory has never been smaller.
Prices are UP and it’s the best sellers market since the 1980’s!

Wondering what your home is worth?
Call us today for more information!

618-261-3051
DRE#01086796
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Invest your time before you invest your money!

Announces their Family Practice’s Newest members...

James Dixon
Financial Planner-Investment Advisor

Barbara Lynn Allison
Wealth Manager

Victoria Dixon
Financial Planner-Investment Advisor

Allison Financial Group Inc. is excited to announce our newest advisors to the family practice. Born and raised in Villa Park, Tori and James are eager to serve their community by embodying the family values that make the town a Hidden Jewel. We provide a service built on integrity, compassion, and a commitment to excellence.

Our belief is that by taking a holistic and proactive approach to financial planning, we can create an investment strategy that carries our clients through each transition in life. The AFG process empowers our client to pursue their goals and dreams, with the support of our expertise.

Call for complementary financial planning & investment analysis.

Villa Park Website
City Hall
Library
Senior Mobility Program
Villa Park Pharmacy
Vacation Watch
www.villapark.org
714-998-1500
714-998-0861
714-998-1500
714-998-0380
villapark.org/Departments/Public-Safety/Request-a-Home-Vacation-Check

The Gas Company
Southern California Edison
AT&T
Spectrum, formerly Time Warner
Villa Park Disposal
Serrano Water District
www.sce.com
1-866-743-8766
1-800-SCE-5555
1-800-427-2200
800-990-7788
800-310-2355
714-903-4000
714-238-3300 or 2444
714-538-0079

Cerro Village Middle School
Serrano Elementary
Villa Park Elementary
Villa Park High School
714-997-6251
714-997-6275
714-997-6284
714-998-1500
714-998-6380
714-998-0400
714-238-3300 or 2444
714-538-0079

The N2 Company d/b/a N2 Publishing is not affiliated with or contracted by the City of Villa Park (the “City”). The publication, including the content of articles and advertisements contained herein, is not authorized or endorsed by the City. Any articles included in this publication and/or opinions expressed therein do not necessarily reflect the views of the City or órgão. They are solely those of the author. The paid advertisements contained within Villa Park are not included or recommended by The N2 Company or the publisher. Therefore, neither The N2 Company nor the publisher may be held liable or responsible for business practices of these companies. NOTE: When community events take place, photographers may be present to take photos for that event and they may be used in the publication.

DISCLAIMER: The N2 Company dba N2Publishing are not affiliated with or contracted by the City of Villa Park (the “City”) The publication, including the content of articles and advertisements contained herein, is not authorized or endorsed by the City. Any articles included in this publication and/or opinions expressed therein do not necessarily reflect the views of the City or órgão. They are solely those of the author. The paid advertisements contained within Villa Park are not included or recommended by The N2 Company or the publisher. Therefore, neither The N2 Company nor the publisher may be held liable or responsible for business practices of these companies. NOTE: When community events take place, photographers may be present to take photos for that event and they may be used in the publication.
This section has been created to give you easier access when searching for a trusted neighborhood vendor to use. Take a minute to familiarize yourself with the businesses sponsoring the publication. These local businesses are proud to partner with you and make this magazine possible. Please support these businesses and thank them for supporting the publication!

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS
Wilson Financial Services
Juan Verdin
(714) 705-1900
www.wilson-financial.com

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Coast Appliance Services
Edgar Herrera
(657) 251-0651
www.coastapplianceservices.com

CHARITY / FUND RAISING
Goodwill Orange County
(714) 547-6308
www.OCGoodwill.org

Salvation Army Orange County
10200 Pioneer Road
Tustin, CA 92801
(714) 210-6039
www.orangecounty.salvationarmy.org

ESTATE PLANNING ATTORNEY
Knarr Law Group
Angela Knarr
1421 N. Wanda Road #120
Orange, CA 92867
(714) 798-9108
knarrlawgroup.com

FINANCIAL ADVISOR
Edward Jones
Will Fetter
(714) 731-9333

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Allison Financial Group Inc
(949) 244-8312
www.allisonfinancialgo.com

FIREPLACE DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
California Mantel and Fireplace Inc.
Carla Casey
1400 N. Anaheim Blvd
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 646-4945
cmantel.com

FUNERAL SERVICES
Hilgenfeld Mortuary
1281 Broadway
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 535-4105
hilgenfeldmortuary.com

HANDYMAN/HOME IMPROVEMENT
HandyCrew Services Inc
Nir Beazel
1400 N. Anaheim St. #E
Anaheim, CA 92805
(714) 509-5045
www.myhandycrew.com

HEATING & AIR
Black Ice Heating and Air Conditioning
(714) 583-1530
www.blackiceac.com

HVAC
Burgeson’s Heating and Air Conditioning
(909) 792-2222
www.burgesons.com

LANDSCAPE NURSERY
DM Color Express
Tyler METZ
(949) 496-9356
www.dmcolorexpress.net

LANDSCAPING - TREE CARE
Green Monkey Landscape
4941 S. Main Ave #A
Orange, CA 92865
(714) 833-4714
www.greenmonkeylandscape.com

MORTGAGE LOANS
Ted Learakos
(714) 349-7733
teldearakos.com

MORTUARY SERVICES
Shannon Family Mortuary
1005 E Chapman Ave
Orange, CA 92866
(714) 771-1000
www.shannonfamilymortuary.com

MOVERS
Right Movers
(714) 800-3559
www.rightmoversoc.com

PAINTING: INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
Color World Housepainting
Mary Martinez
(714) 477-7175
www.colorworldhousepainting.com

PHOTOGRAPHER
Turville Photography
(714) 633-6980
www.TurvillePhotography.com

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Orange Coast Orthopedic & Sports Physical Therapy
1421 N. Wanda Rd
Ste 110
Orange, CA 92867
(714) 771-7047
orange.coastpt.com

REAL ESTATE LUXURY AGENT
The Carr Ferguson Group
Shireen Ferguson
(714) 588-2600
www.cfghomes.com

REAL ESTATE RESOURCE
OC Signature Properties
Ron Accarnano
(714) 396-7295
ocsignatureproperties.com

REAL ESTATE AREA MARKET SPECIALISTS
The David Delaney Team
(714) 442-4444
www.thedelaneyteam.com

REAL ESTATE GROUP
Seven Gables Real Estate
Luslie Giacobbi
(714) 808-6646
www.giacobbigroup.com

VETERINARIAN / GROOMING / BOARDING
OC Veterinary Medical Center
200 S. Yorba St
Tustin, CA 92780
(714) 633-3323
www.OCvetmedcenter.com

6% Alternative
36 Month Term
- $50,000 Minimum Investment
- 3 Year Commitment
- 6% Per Year Return (paid monthly)
- Security: Secured Promissory Note
- Exit Strategy: After 3 years, when your money is liquid, you will have the option to:
  1. Reinvest in another 6% WFS alternative
  2. Invest elsewhere
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WILSON FINANCIAL ADVISORS
Retirement • Wealth Management
www.wilson-financial.com
714-705-1900
City of Hope Orange County is fighting for better lung cancer outcomes by providing leading edge early detection screenings, innovative prevention programs, and top experts in lung cancer research, diagnosis, and treatment.

The world-renowned cancer center is currently taking appointments for lung cancer screenings at its Newport Beach location, with screening taking place at Newport Diagnostic Center.

The painless and non-invasive exam uses low-dose spiral computed tomography (LDCT) and takes only seconds. Patients receive their results and consultation with City of Hope experts who specialize in the prevention and treatment of cancer.

For those whose tests indicate cancer, there is immediate access to City of Hope’s world-renowned multispecialty team of lung cancer experts, along with outstanding compassionate care for patients and families.

“Orange County deserves its best shot against lung cancer,” says Ravi Salgia, M.D., Ph.D., the Arthur & Rosalie Kaplan Chair in Medical Oncology at City of Hope, and one of the world’s leading experts on lung cancer treatment. “That’s why we are introducing a screening program that detects lung cancers earlier and greatly enhances the odds of survival.”

You may qualify for a lung cancer screening if you are a high-risk current or former smoker. You may also qualify if you are outside the standard criteria or have additional risk factors.

For more information on the screening program, call 626-535-3983.

CITY OF HOPE’S WORLD-RENOOWNED EXPERTS OFFER LEADING-EDGE LUNG CANCER SCREENINGS AND PROGRAMS

Powered by more than 1,000 physicians and scientists whose expertise benefits 100 million people around the world each year, City of Hope is solely focused on treating and curing cancer. Now, this lifesaving care is available for you, your family, your neighbors, and all your friends...right here in Orange County.

Discover safe and expert care at City of Hope Newport Beach. CityofHope.org/OC or (949) 763-2204
family spotlight
By resident Anne Olson
Images courtesy of Turville Photography

Sam and I met on a blind date in college. He was a tennis pro at the local club and was working on a bachelor’s degree in Recreation Management. I was finishing a master’s degree in Social Work. Sam taught me to play tennis and would show off as he ran down every ball I hit. He asked me to marry him after 2 months. I turned him down. Undaunted, he keep pursuing me and we married in 1986.

Seven years later, we were living in Lake Forest, and Sam was working at the Balboa Bay Club in Newport Beach, when he decided he wanted to buy an old house, fix it up and see if he could sell it for a profit. We didn’t make any money on that first project, but we both liked turning the house into a beautiful home and wanted to do it again. We became real estate agents. I later went on to get a broker’s license, and we started Pacific Legacy Real Estate & Investments, Inc.

By 2000, we had 6 kids and a dog and needed more room. We bought a worn out rambler on a half-acre with a pool in Villa Park. It was beat up, but perfect for our family. We have moved 9 times since then; 8 of the moves were within Villa Park. We love it here and have built or remodeled 15 houses in Villa Park.

In 2013, I saw an advertisement to host children from an orphanage in Ukraine. I showed it to Sam, who immediately picked out a sibling group of 3 kids and said, “I’ll do it if we can get these kids.” We signed up. The 3 kids came - Alex (age 10), Deanna (age 9), and Yika (age 7). They were so adorable! They didn’t speak any English, but were smiley and enthusiastic. Amazingly, we were somehow able to communicate with them. We had a wonderful summer doing a lot of “firsts”, like taking them to the beach, movies, and even a trip to Disneyland. It was hard to say goodbye at the end of August. We stayed in touch and signed up to have them come at Christmas and then again the following summer. Two days before their 4th visit with us, the US government denied VISAs to the kids, telling us that they would not be allowed to come on a hosting trip to our home again. We were heartbroken. We stayed in touch with the kids and followed their progress through the help of a facilitator. In February 2015 we were notified that the kids were being put on the Ukrainian National Registry for orphaned children. For the first year, they would only be available to be adopted by Ukrainian nationals. We would have to wait a year and hope that an Ukrainian family didn’t adopt them first. Since the government doesn’t separate families, one person or couple would need to adopt all the children together. They and their 4 year old deaf brother, Andre, (whom we had never met because he was not old enough to go on the hosting program,) were to be adopted as a group. They had little chance of being adopted in Ukraine because Ukrainians generally only have one or two children.

Did we want to adopt them? Yes! At first, Sam was hesitant about adopting a deaf child, but I wasn’t. I had worked with the deaf for a year while serving a mission for our church in Panama. I knew that there are often exemptions and different rules for special needs children, so I began to research it and found out that in Ukraine special needs children could be adopted internationally without the one year wait. Our facilitator confirmed this, but told us we could only adopt the little boy right away if we could convince the government to separate him from the other children. She thought there was a chance we
could get him separated, so we put in the rest of the paperwork and flew to Ukraine on May 23, 2015.

We adopted Andre on June 26th, then flew home for 10 days while his adoption was finalized. During our time home, we attended the marriage of our oldest son, Kirt.

Once back in Ukraine, we got to work on a petition to waive the one year wait for the older 3 kids and start the second adoption. The court granted the adoption Aug 11th. On September 4th we flew into LAX with all 4 children who became US citizens upon entry to the country.

It was a hard, crazy summer with so many miracles and blessings. It’s difficult for me to even think of this time without tearing up for one reason or another. Many people ask me why we decided to adopt. While there are a lot of little things that nudged us in that direction, the simple answer is because we love our family. We loved having kids and being with them, and we felt we were at a point in our lives when we could open our home and family to include some other children.

We love our 10 kids, their spouses, and children! From oldest to youngest:

Kirt (32) is married to Rachel. They have 2 children, Hazel (2) and Calvin (1 month). They have lived with us this past year while remodeling their house in Tustin. Kirt works in our family business.

Mark (30) and his wife Jessica live in Las Vegas with their son, Ty (1). They lived with us while Mark was in medical school and moved out last year when he started his residency in anesthesiology. Jessica is a CPA with a commercial real estate company.

Holly (29) and her husband Ryan have 2 girls, Summie (4) and Maddie (2). They live in Midland, Texas where Ryan is an assistant DA. Holly is an RN, but spends most of her time caring for her young family.

Sydney (27) lives in Utah. She completed a BA in dental hygiene. A couple years ago she started filming weddings and loved the creativity of video. She now has a thriving videography business.

Sara (23) is a senior at BYU. She is studying communication disorders and plans to complete a master’s degree and become a speech therapist.

Scott (21) and his wife Kim, have been in the same classes at church and school since they were one year old. They married last December and are students at BYU where he is studying information systems management and she is studying environmental science.

Alex (17) is a junior at VPHS. He enjoys surfing and watching movies.

Deanna (16) is a sophomore at VPHS. She loves dancing and music.

Vika (14) is an 8th grader at Santiago Charter Middle School. She loves reading and telling jokes with her dad.

Andre (10) is in 4th grade at Taft Elementary in Santa Ana. Because he is deaf, he attends a special program there. He is incredibly happy and energetic. He loves police work and digging in the garden.
In her own words, Debra used to be a “bad girl.” Facing addiction, homelessness, trouble with the law, and no sense of living, then came Goodwill. Debra now has a great job in e-commerce and she’s found purpose, pride and dignity.

“Since I came to Goodwill, I think I’m a better person now. I found a purpose in life today, I’m happier, and my life is on the right track.”

Goodwill of Orange County helps people who are facing barriers find and keep jobs. Our stores and donation sites make this mission work possible. Learn more about Debra’s story and Goodwill’s job placement programs at ocgoodwill.org.

Our Culinary Department is one of the many features of our community that ensures our residents experience a nutritious and delicious dining experience.

Our Culinary Experience Features:
- Fresh daily Chef prepared meals
- Gourmet restaurant or family style dining
- Large selection of menu choices
- Custom meals for dietary restrictions
- Special requests always available
- Sugar-free options always available

Phone us to schedule your personal tour.
714-627-9327
Lic#306005460
525 S. Anaheim Hills Road | Anaheim Hills, CA 92807
MeridianAtAnaheimHills.com

WE’LL GET YOUR HOME READY FOR MARKET

IS YOUR HOME IN DISARRAY? Our team of professionals will provide the following services in order to sell your home faster & for more money!

INDEPENDENT LIVING ~ ASSISTED LIVING ~ MEMORY CARE

CONTACT US
714-442-4442
Delaney@TheDelaneyTeam.com
www.TheDelaneyTeam.com

COLDWELL BANKER REALTY

*Permit services are subject to substantial conditions. Contact us for more details.
A year ago, I got a call from Guide Dogs of America letting me know that I had been approved as a puppy raiser — I would be volunteering to foster and train a puppy for the next 16-18 months before the puppy was sent to be professionally trained as a guide dog.

I was inspired to puppy raise after meeting my friend, Jake Olson, and his guide dog, Quebec, at Orange Lutheran High School in 2012. Seeing how much freedom and independence Quebec gave Jake moved me to want to help provide that to others. I decided to work with a nonprofit called Guide Dogs of America from Sylmar, CA.

Their mission to transform lives through partnerships with service and guide dogs free of charge really resonated with me.

In January 2020, I was matched with a 9-week-old female black lab puppy of the “M litter” who I named Morrow after baseball player Brandon Morrow of Jake’s favorite baseball team, the Chicago Cubs. I teach Morrow basic commands, house manners, and socialization in public settings, such as stores, restaurants, schools, and public transportation — essentially, anywhere Morrow may be required to access with her handler as a guide dog. We attend regular group meetings, cuttings, and trainings both virtually and in-person in order to learn the proper ways to handle various situations, teach commands, and troubleshoot behaviors we encounter along our training journey.

I am a 24-year resident of Villa Park. I graduated from Orange Lutheran High School in 2015 and went on to major in biology at SDSU, where I attended classes with Morrow, and we graduated with the class of 2020. Morrow loves practicing her commands at Ralph’s in the Villa Park Towne Center as well as at the fire station, where I currently work as an EMT for the 911 system.

The staff at GDA is phenomenal and has worked around the clock to provide us puppy raisers with the necessary guidance and support to navigate our puppies despite pandemic closures and restrictions. They are always looking for good volunteers to raise puppies, so if you are interested, please go to www.guidedogsamerica.org

Morrow is set to return to Guide Dogs of America in May, where she will continue with professional training. I’m often asked how I’ll be able to let her go when the time comes. Raising Morrow has taught me countless lessons in patience and responsibility. But, she has also taught me perseverance, determination, and unconditional love. I am so proud of how far she’s come on our journey together, but she has a bigger purpose. I know Morrow will change someone’s life like she has changed mine.

You can follow Morrow on Instagram to learn more about raising a guide dog and follow her journey; her username is @goodgirlmorrow.
If you’ve never met a blonde-haired, blue-eyed kid who speaks Mandarin Chinese, allow me to introduce you to two of them who live here in Villa Park. My sons are Asher (13) and Eli (9), and they both speak, read, and write in Mandarin. We’ve never lived in China, and the boys are not polyglot prodigies who pick up languages from watching YouTube. Instead, our boys, along with hundreds of other students, are in the Mandarin Immersion Program (MIP) through the Orange Unified School District (OUSD). They are all on the path toward becoming bilingual and biliterate in Mandarin.

MIP students enter the program in kindergarten at Fletcher Elementary School before continuing through Cerro Villa Middle School and Villa Park High School. Now in its ninth year, students from the first MIP cohort are in their freshman year at Villa Park High School. The program begins as a 50/50 model (with half of the instructional time conducted in Mandarin) and the course sequence changes through high school. In the first few years, the students learn Mandarin through language arts, music, and math. By high school, students expand their Mandarin skills in classes such as arts, music, and math. By high school, students develop enhanced primary language skills, and learn additional languages, math, and music with greater ease.

Language immersion programs have been gaining momentum in the United States in the past decade, with about 400 programs around the country. Now approximately 600 programs nationally have this model. In comparison, Spanish and French are level 5 languages, one of the most difficult languages to learn. By comparison, Spanish and French are level 1 languages. It was overwhelming to envision our little kindergartener suddenly immersed in Mandarin for half of the school day.

Despite our uncertainties, we were ultimately drawn to the opportunity. As we toured the school, attended meetings, and read various studies, we learned that immersion programs are not just about becoming bilingual (or even trilingual for some students). There are significant cognitive, academic, and socio-cultural benefits, as well. Studies show that students in language immersion programs tend to perform better academically, test at higher levels, develop enhanced primary language skills, and learn additional languages, math, and music with greater ease. While the student starts processing dual languages. And there are still times when we question their fluency level, especially since students in Spanish or French immersion schools develop fluency much more quickly. We have to remind ourselves that they are learning a tonal, character-based language. It’s not easy and fluency will take longer. The program requires patience and commitment, but the life-long benefits are immensely rewarding.

I recently asked Asher this question: If he could start all over again, would he opt out of language immersion? Without hesitation, he replied, “No way, learning Mandarin has been amazing.” OUSD has given our children a remarkable opportunity with the Mandarin Immersion Program, and I highly encourage VP families to learn more by visiting the OUSD and Fletcher Elementary websites.
Take a tour through this one-of-a-kind masterpiece designed by Beth Barger Design and built by Barger Custom Homes. This open floor plan concept ties together traditional ranch-style architecture with exuberant modern flair throughout.

What is a smart home? Smart homes allow for full automated integration right at your fingertips. Access your camera system, HVAC, A/V equipment, pool equipment, kitchen, and outdoor appliances, all from your phone. Fun fact: the camera system can be set up to have facial recognition and unlock your front door as you’re walking up! You can also lock all of the exterior doors from one button as well as control all of the lights in the home from one place. Welcome to a glimpse of the future!

Kitchen features include Thermador appliances, dual dishwashers, rotisserie oven, range with grilling capabilities, porcelain countertops, floor-to-ceiling custom cabinetry with pull-out drawers, integrated wireless charging stations in the kitchen island, and convenient pop-up outlets from the countertop.

The three-car garage is fully finished and insulated with 10-foot...
Meet the Dynamic Design/Build Duo:
Matthew and Beth Barger both grew up in Villa Park. As they continue to build and renovate existing homes throughout our beloved city, they aim to transform decades-old architecture into the family-friendly homes of tomorrow.

Lot and exterior features include:
• 18,800-square-foot lot (completely level)
• Renovated pool and spa
• BBQ island with Teppan grill, stovetop, refrigerator
• RV parking with gate, sewer cleanout, and 220V hookup
• Five-hole putting green

ceilings, 9-foot garage door open-ings for larger vehicles, custom storage cabinets, epoxy flooring, video wall with four TVs, dedi-cated A/C unit, and a full catering kitchen with Kitchen Aid ProLine Appliances, making it easy to entertain guests while keeping your main kitchen clean.

We have more buyers looking for their next home! Call today for more information! The time is NOW!

Property Represented by Carr|Ferguson Realty Group with First Team Real Estate

We have more buyers looking for their next home! Call today for more information! The time is NOW!

SOLD!

Off Market

10912 VIDA DRIVE
Custom Built Smart Home | 5 Bedrooms | 7 Bathrooms | 3717 Square Feet | 18,800 SF Lot

Call For Price

Kristin Ryan Castro - Cheeky Bean Acrylics
Kristin’s work was featured on 7 different walls in the staging at 10912 Vida Drive.

Meet the Artist:
Kristin’s work is available at www.cheekybeanacrylics.com

Check out her talent at www.cheekybeanacrylics.com

Property Represented by Carr|Ferguson Realty Group with First Team Real Estate
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Our local women’s league has numerous activities to encourage friendship and fun. Some focus on learning about new things, playing games, eating delicious food, and/or helping community neighbors. Both Secret Angels and Stitchery offer opportunities to donate time to assisting others.

The Secret Angels are a large group of members who willingly offer support when needed. Sue Drobish, chairman of these thoughtful, caring ladies, is called when assistance is required after a member’s fall, hospitalization, family death, or other situation when outside help is necessary. Examples given are as simple as providing transportation, house sitting during given are as simple as providing transportation, house sitting during

HELPING HANDS

numerous activities to encourage

Villa Park Women’s League’s

Our local women’s league has numerous activities to encourage friendship and fun. Some focus on learning about new things, playing games, eating delicious food, and/or helping community neighbors. Both Secret Angels and Stitchery offer opportunities to donate time to assisting others.

The Secret Angels are a large group of members who willingly offer support when needed. Sue Drobish, chairman of these thoughtful, caring ladies, is called when assistance is required after a member’s fall, hospitalization, family death, or other situation when outside help is necessary. Examples are as simple as providing transportation, house sitting during family death, or other situation when outside help is necessary. Examples given are as simple as providing transportation, house sitting during

a memorial service to ensure security, shopping for needed supplies, or providing a home-cooked meal. During the pandemic, calls for assistance are down, but members are willing to step into action when the occasion arises. One of the longest-running activities in league history, requests for help are sporadic and thus opportunities to donate time are often last min-

ute. The satisfactions of being an “angel” to someone in need of a magic gesture is truly rewarding. Please call Sue to learn more, for support when in need, or to volunteer to offer your assistance.

Twice a month, on the first and third Tuesdays at 10 am, a group of ladies meets for what could be loosely called “an old-fashioned sewing bee,” enjoying coffee and morning treats, activities include crocheting, knitting, sewing, and a wide variety of other craft projects. There is no set “must-do.” As Laurie Stewart, the queen bee leader of Stitchery shared, all are welcome, even though the current group is small due to the virus. That will change soon, we all hope, as members create unique items to use personally or give away to family and friends.

Several of the group have devoted numerous hours, both at meetings and at home, to making things and then donating them. Frances Powell, a relatively new arrival in Villa Park, has sewn 1,600 masks, boasting filter and wire nose additions. As a military widow, many of her masks are deployed to veter-

ners and their families. In addition, others are given to nurses by Fran, a former nurse herself, and to chil-
dren at St. Joseph Hospital. Patrician

Sue Drobish

Sue Drobish

Stitchery gals with leader Laurie Stewart

Sue Drobish

Secret Angels and Stitchery both demonstrate various ways to offer help for those in need of support. Each activity can allow members to volunteer for a small amount of time or hours and hours. You are encouraged to go to www.vpwl.org to explore ways to join the league in assisting with your own helping hands.

Frances Powell

Orange Coast Orthopedic and Sports Physical Therapy was founded by John Somerndike DPT, OCS in 2010. We are dedicated to providing the highest quality individualized treatment program for each of our patients. Our goal is to help every one of our patients achieve their optimal level of pain-free function after surgery or injury.

Orange Coast Orthopedic and Sports Physical Therapy

1421 N WANDA ROAD, SUITE 110  |  ORANGE, CA 92867

714/771/7047  |  ORANGECOASTPT.COM

Right Movers is your local Southern California moving company that offers a move management team to assist you with commercial & residential packing and moving services. We have 20+ years of experience and also offer auto transport for your local or long distance needs. Providing white glove service with complete integrity, expertise, and an abundance of resources to protect you and your investment.
RESILIENCE Is Key to Meeting Financial Goals

In just about any endeavor, you’ll benefit by showing resilience—and that’s certainly true when it comes to achieving your financial goals. You can demonstrate this resilience by answering these questions: What is your specific goal? What obstacle do you face in achieving this goal? How can you overcome this obstacle?

Here are some examples of how this resiliency process works:

Goal: Building sufficient retirement funds
To build sufficient retirement income, you need to invest in the financial markets through your 401(k), IRA, and other accounts. But how should you respond when these markets go through periods of volatility? Your best defense is to remain invested. If you were to jump out of the market every time it dropped, you’d probably miss out on the rebounds that followed. Also, over a period of decades, the effects of short-term market fluctuations tend to diminish, so while the results of any particular day or week may not look good on your investment statement, the importance of these results may diminish in 10 or 20 years.

Goal: Maintaining steady cash flow
Keeping a steady cash flow is essential to meeting your daily and monthly expenses. So, it’s obviously important that you maintain sufficient earned income. But what happens if you encounter a serious illness or injury that keeps you from work for an extended period? Depending on the length of time you’re not working, you could feel a real financial pinch, so you may want to consider some type of disability insurance. Your employer may offer a short-term policy as an employee benefit, but it might not be sufficient, so you may need to look at private coverage.

Goal: Keeping retirement accounts intact
Ideally, you’d like to leave your IRA, 401(k), and other accounts intact until you need to start tapping into them when you retire. But what if you face an unexpectedly large medical bill or you need to replace your furnace or get a new car? If you don’t have the money readily available, you might be forced to dip into your IRA and 401(k), incurring taxes and potential penalties and leaving yourself fewer resources for retirement. You can help avoid this setback by creating an emergency fund containing three to six months’ worth of living expenses, with the money kept in a liquid, low-risk account.

Goal: Having confidence in your strategy
To achieve your important financial goals, you need a strategy—and you need to believe in it strongly enough to keep following it during all types of stress on the financial markets. It’s not always easy to maintain this conviction—less than half of Americans are confident in their abilities to recover quickly from difficult financial situations, according to a new survey from Edward Jones. One way to help gain this confidence is by working with a financial advisor.

In fact, 30 percent of those surveyed began working with a financial advisor in 2020 for help navigating the past year. The importance of receiving good advice became apparent during the COVID-19 pandemic, which brought about a variety of financial worries, such as job loss, retirement considerations, caring for elderly parents, or providing financial support to adult children. You will face some challenges on your journey toward achieving your financial objectives. But by being resilient, you can stay on the right road.

This article was written by Edward Jones for use by your local Edward Jones financial advisor. Edward Jones, Member SIPC
ACTION! Week targets helping children blossom and grow

Assistance League of Orange joined chapters across the nation in the celebration of Assistance League founder Anne Banning’s February 25 birthday with a week dedicated to raising awareness of the importance of helping children blossom and grow.

Chapter members targeted Taft and Olive Elementary Schools, working to fulfill their “wish lists.” It was fun for chair Sue Peterson and her committee members to see the smiling faces when they delivered books, Legos, sidewalk chalk, jump ropes and hula hoops, paints, and coloring books. And games immediately broke out when, with the assistance of Tom Fessett and his El Rancho Charter Middle School industrial arts class, cornhole games were delivered to each school.

Orange Blossoms Auxiliary, aided by the Assisteens Auxiliary, reimagined the popular annual indoor story-telling event into an outdoor Dr. Suess “Storywalk” around the plaza in Orange. The auxiliary members, dressed as Suess characters, met with young participants as they read The Cat in the Hat or Oh, The Places You’ll Go! while walking around the plaza. Upon their return to the Orange Library, young participants received a new book to encourage reading at home.

The Center of Hope is a comprehensive solution that combines a 325-bed low barrier emergency shelter with 72 permanent supportive housing apartments, onsite medical and dental care alongside an award-winning 15-bed drug and alcohol rehabilitation center.

The Center of Hope campus will transition thousands of homeless individuals annually from a life on the streets, to a life of sustainable, physical, emotional, spiritual health, and ultimately autonomy.

The Center of Hope will provide many Orange County individuals a pathway towards hope, giving them access to comprehensive services—healthcare, job training, and a supportive environment—that helps give them the courage to confront areas of their lives needing urgent attention.

The result of the Center of Hope will be transformed lives, safer neighborhoods and business districts, and the real prospect of ending chronic homelessness in our community.

If you are interested in donating to the Center of Hope, please contact: Justin Coleman | Director of Development E: justin.coleman@usw.salvationarmy.org  O: 714-210-6036  C: 814-873-8551

Assistance League of Orange will again recognize those graduating seniors who have elected to join the military at its “Salute to Service.” Should you know of someone, please forward the student’s name to chair Dani Kavanagh, Salutetoservice@alorange.org, before April 20.
Boy Scout Troop 850 is starting out 2021 on a very positive note. The troop is very happy to announce that four more boys have achieved the rank of Eagle Scout. Those boys are Thomas Wagner, Hunter Strauss, Tom No, and Kyle Chen. This brings the number of Scouts who have earned Eagle with Troop 850 to 122. This is Scouting’s highest honor and is only achieved by 6% of those who join Scouts BSA.

For Thomas’s Eagle project, he removed a bench at the Oak Canyon Nature Center and built a fence in its place that will serve as a barrier between the Clockwise from top left: Tom Wagner  |  Hunter Strauss  |  Kyle Chen  |  Tom No

Main Road Trail and the Heritage Trail. His college plans include studying a STEM subject in college, but he has not settled on a specific major yet.

Hunter built an octagon-shaped ball pit at St. Paul’s Lutheran School for his Eagle project. It was constructed out of wood and set in concrete and painted in the school’s colors. One of Hunter’s plans is to help as many homeless people as he can...getting them off the streets, giving them a new start, and restoring their self-esteem.

For Tom’s Eagle project, he replaced four of the benches and two small tables at the Canyon High School tennis courts. The project will be used for official United States Tennis Association tournaments and for school use. Tom’s long-term goals include becoming a doctor and pursuing a double major in either economics or human organizational development.

Kyle built a bridge at Earthroots Field School. The bridge can support a truck driving over a culvert to get access to the storage shed on the other side. Kyle is currently attending UCSD, majoring in structural engineering.

Troop 850 was established in 1965 and is sponsored by the Rotary Club of Villa Park. The troop usually meets at Cereal Villa Middle School on Tuesday nights during the traditional school year. The troop emphasizes developing leadership skills and has a high percentage of scouts who achieve the rank of Eagle. For more about the troop, visit www.troop850.com.
Interested in a Great Volunteer Opportunity?

Check out the Jack and Jill Guild!

Looking for a fun way to make a difference? Check out the Jack and Jill Guild, which has been supporting the Children’s Hospital of Orange County (CHOC) for over 60 years. This wonderful group of women helps CHOC provide care for children by running popular fundraising events. Join us on April 27, 2021, at 4 pm to explore volunteer opportunities with this dynamic group. Email ContactUs@JackandJillGuild.org for details or visit jackandjillguild.org.

When loss strikes a family and grief sets in, it is all encompassing. However, the reality is that a death in the family triggers a legal process that cannot be ignored. The staff at Hilgenfeld Mortuary is trained to help navigate our clients through the red tape and paperwork with the most ease possible. Turn to us to help you through.

Please visit our website to learn more about our support services:
If you are a tenant, you are smiling. If you are a landlord, you are not very happy. In fact, you should be very angry at the new COVID-19 tenant eviction laws extended to June 30, 2021.

I wrote an article last month just as Senate Bill 91 was signed into law, and this article recaps what has happened since SB 91 has extended tenant eviction protection to June 30, 2021, and the statewide rental assistance program was established to allocate California’s share of the federal rental assistance fund.

As a result of the new law, there is a new form (Notice to Tenant of COVID-19 Tenant Relief Act) that will have to be delivered to a tenant who has not paid COVID rental debt. A landlord must use this notice if their tenant has failed to pay rent since March 1, 2020. This form is to notify the tenant that they may have protections through the COVID-19 Tenant Relief Act and must be served before February 28, 2021.

Previously, tenants had until January 31, 2021, to pay 25% of the rent due since September 1, 2020, to protect them from eviction. Now tenants have until the end of June 2021 to pay 25% of all rent due for the months of September 2020 through June 2021, and only if the tenant fails to make such a payment by the end of June would a landlord be able to file for unlawful detainer beginning July 1, 2021.

The extension also applies the just cause eviction rules of AB 1482 to all properties through June 2021, even if those properties were previously exempt from the statewide just cause eviction rules and such that a tenant in a single-family property or condo is protected by just cause eviction rules. A landlord can terminate a tenancy when they are in contract to sell the property to a buyer who will take occupancy. In other words, the buyer buys the property with the non-paying tenant occupying, and during the escrow period he sends the tenant a 30 days notice. The buyer agrees to take the property with the tenant living there. The new buyer must reside in the property.

Landlords and tenants in cooperation are allowed to apply for assistance beginning mid-March 2021 through the Department of Housing and Community Development, where the tenant and landlord apply, and if approved, funds are paid to the landlord, conditioned upon the landlord’s agreement to forgive the remaining rental debt owed by any tenant within the eligible household for whom rental assistance is being provided.

Distribution of funds to be paid to eligible households whose income is under 50% of the area median income. Rental arrears will be limited to 80% of a household’s unpaid rental debt from April 1, 2020, to March 31, 2021, then communities disproportionately impacted by COVID-19 and eligible households whose income is under 80% of the AMI will be paid next.

The above partial assistance is the only assistance available to landlords. Some tenants have been living in their homes, not paying rent since March of 2020 (16 months), and is now extended to June 30, 2021. Even if the landlord takes the tenant to small claims court, which is now allowed, and gets a judgment, the possibility of collecting a judgment is very difficult. If the rent of the home is $3000 per month times 16 months, the total rent owed is $48,000. What are small landlords going to do with a judgment that is difficult to collect? Many of these tenants will leave the landlord with a large uncollectible bill. Tenants will not have the funds to come up with the total rent. The new buyer must reside in the property.

The small landlords are not going to be able to absorb this kind of loss, and they may have to go to their lender and ask for an extension of their loan payment or lose the property to foreclosure. This information is taken from the Pacific West Association of Realtors newsletter. This article is for informational purposes only. If you are affected by these new laws, you are strongly advised to seek counsel from a qualified California real estate attorney who is familiar with these new changes. If you need a property manager to guide you through this troubled time, please call OC Signature Properties, and we will take your headache and make your investment a wonderful situation. 714-396-7295.
For over 86 years Shannon Family Mortuary has been serving families in need and bringing comfort during difficult times. We offer a variety of services, including traditional burial or cremation, and pre-planning is available.

Let our family serve yours

FD# 1772
1005 East Chapman Ave., Old Towne Orange CA 92866

714-771-1000

WWW.SHANNONFAMILYMORTUARY.COM